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fireblock steel doors
For a long time the metal fire door has
been considered by many as an ugly
product, manufactured along traditional
fabrication lines and banished to the
basements and plant rooms of buildings.
Ever-increasingly, they are being specified
not just for their outstanding functional
properties but also their aesthetics.
Used in various applications, there are
very few projects now that will not
incorporate metal fire doors.
Pushing the boundaries of design
and performance by utilising innovative
manufacturing facilities, the
comprehensive range of Fireblock doors,
frames, glazing and screens is leading
the way in the evolution of metal fire
door solutions.
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introduction to fireblock
high performance doors & screens
One of the World’s leading manufacturers of
high performance steel doors and glazed screens,
Fireblock create tailor-made solutions for each
customers individual requirements.
Combining expert design, high performance materials
and cutting edge manufacturing processes, the
Fireblock range is at the forefront of the industry.

approach
For nearly 20 years, Fireblock has been
supplying the construction industry
with the best in high performance metal
doors and screens.
The design team at Fireblock prioritise
attaining maximum performance
standards for all products, with careful
consideration for aesthetics, durability
and practical ease of installation. The
quality of the Fireblock range of doors
is the result of their exacting approach
taken to manufacturing.
The Fireblock range of products
represents the highest quality and
includes the following solutions:
• High performance doorsets.
• Durable matching frames.
• Glazed doors and screens.
• Windows.
• Louvres and ventilation grills.
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applications

testing & development

product quality

The Fireblock range of doors has been
designed with patented features to
provide an array of solutions that are
suitable for a wide variety of applications:

Continual investment in product
development and testing is at the
forefront of every product in the
Fireblock range.

• Commercial
Aesthetic elements, fine finishes and
enduring longevity compliment any
high end workplace.

Fire testing

All Fireblock operatives take great pride
in ensuring that every doorset is finished
rigid, neat in appearance and free from
any defects, warps or buckles. Folded
details are finished straight and true,
whilst joints are fully welded and
dressed smooth.

• Medical and Pharmaceutical
Unique design details allowing for
easy cleaning prove ideal for
laboratories, cleanrooms and 		
healthcare environments.
• Sports Stadia
High performance doorsets capable
of withstanding the rigours of
thousands of attendees using stadia
at the same time.
• Aerospace and Defence
Durability and blast resistant features
provide the performance required by
the highest of security areas.
• IT and Telecommunications
Doorsets that can be depended upon
to secure important servers and 		
valuable electronic equipment.

• Every Fireblock doorset has been 		
tested by Exova (UK) Ltd, the
leading third party testing facility,
and complies with the performance
criteria of BS 476 Part 22 1987 and
EN 1634-1 2000.
• The Fireblock range provides 		
fire resistant doorsets of up to 300
minutes for hinged and sliding doors,
latched and unlatched, with or 		
without glazing apertures.

This exacting approach to manufacturing
ensures the finest quality products,
allowing us to provide steel doors
and screens that perform to the
highest standard.

• Doorsets are also available in 30, 60,
90, 120 and 240 minute fire ratings.
CE marking

From 1 July 2013 the Construction
Products Regulations became
mandatory in the UK. As a consequence,
door and window manufacturers
must apply CE marking to any of their
products which are covered by
BS EN 14351-2:2006.
Rest assured, all relevant Fireblock
doorsets are CE marked in compliance
with this standard and for any future
standards that may come into effect.
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fireblock doors
the complete steel door range
commercial doors

acoustic doors

cleanroom doors

The Fireblock range of commercial
doors has been developed to provide
a choice of designs and features to suit
a multitude of applications and design
criteria.

Noise at work regulations 1989 require
sound levels to be maintained within
clearly defined limits. However, even
below these parameters noise can
constitute a nuisance or even seriously
affect work conditions and quality of life.

The range of cleanroom doors has
been designed to meet the rigorous
requirements of the market including
some of the following key features:

The range of acoustic doors from
Fireblock are fully certified and available
with ratings of up to 40dB, whilst still
incorporating fire resistance of up to
240 minutes.

• Wrap around frame.

Fireblock commercial doors are available
in standard and non-standard sizes.
Fireblock hollow metal doors are unique
in their design and have a number of
patented features.
Particular emphasis is given to internal
and external provision for door
ironmongery and accessories to ensure
that all surface fixing have solid grounds.
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Fireblock’s acoustic range can also
be profiled with vision panels and any
ironmongery specifications. In addition,
a full range of glazed screens and
windows has also been developed with
acoustic properties.

• Flush panel glazing.
• Air leakage / pressure seals.
• Fully bonded protection plates.
The range of cleanroom doors are also
available for sliding and automated
applications.
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sliding doors

louvre doors

utility & blast proof doors

Fireblock manufacture single and double
leaf sliding doorsets. The quality and
aesthetic are second to none and can
incorporate any design or operation.

The Fireblock range of louvred doors,
panels and fanlights are intelligently
designed and provide the following
performance:

Fireblock blast resistant metal doorsets
combine blast and pressure resistance
without compromising on it’s aesthetics.

Fireblock sliding doors can be fire rated
from 30 minutes up to 300 minutes
(single leaf only) and can also be
provided with increased acoustic ratings,
suitable for a number of applications industrial, medical, pharmaceutical and
cleanroom projects.

• Fire rating of up to 240 minutes.

Power assisted sliding doors are also
a key feature of the range, allowing for
barrier-free passage through the building
while also keeping the integrity and
space saving qualities.

• Acoustic performance of up to 25dB
with 29% visual free area.
• Can be fitted with colour-matched
Insect Mesh.
Fireblock can offer options of 1.2mm
stainless steel louvre blades and frames
as standard. Alternatively, a range
of aluminium blades and frames are
available. The louvred frame assembly is
then concealed welded to the door skins
providing a clean detail to the door.

The Fireblock blast resistant doorsets
have been dynamically tested to
international standard ISO 16933
with ratings of up to and in excess
of 47Kn/m². This is also the recognised
benchmark standard for the Centre for
the Protection of National Infrastructure
(CPNI).
All our blast resistant doorsets can
incorporate fire resistance of up to 240
minutes and can be provided with the full
range of accessories, automation and
specific glazed panels.
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Fireblock doors
construction & features
design

detail

The range of Fireblock doors are
unique in design and have a number of
patented features which provide the best
in aesthetics, durability and practical
ease of installation.
Door skins are manufactured from
1.2mm zinc coated steel (Zintec) or
Grade 316 stainless steel sheets.
Using the most advanced CNC
fabrication facilities, door leaves are
formed from two separate sheets of
metal (door skins) which are profiled,
pressed and folded with integrated
seams for interlocking on all sides
providing extra strength. Combined with
a bonded high-density performance core
creating a rigid and robust door leaf.

Isometric detail of Fireblock door.
Dimensional details are on page 14.

High-density
performance
core

The skins are profiled and internally
reinforced with 3mm steel plate providing
concealed fixing to accommodate the
specified door hardware.
All doors are tailored to site-specific
measurements and can be prepared
for any manufacturer’s architectural
ironmongery and factory fitted.
Additionally, a comprehensive range of
glazing apertures designs and integrity
can be incorporated into the door.

Profiled, pressed
and folded
integrated
seams.

1.2mm thick zintec or
stainless steel sheet
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fireblock frames
constructions & applications
The innovative Fireblock
range of frames are
manufactured from either
2mm zinc coated steel
sheets (Zintec) or Grade
316 stainless steel.
Frames are profiled,
pressed and folded to suit
site specific dimensions
and reinforced with 3mm
steel structural fixing
points. All joints are mitred
and fully welded providing
added strength and a
neat appearance.
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SPLIT FRAME - no visible fixing

SPLIT FRAME - DOUBLE ACTION

Specification

Specification

• Suitable for single action doors.

• Suitable for double action doors.

• Split frame construction.

• Split frame construction.

• No visible fixings.

• Visible fixings.

• Frame wraps around the wall lining,
providing an architrave that results
in a clean and neat finish.

• Frame wraps around the wall lining,
providing an architrave that results
in a clean and neat finish.

• Capable of opening to 180°.

• Capable of opening to 180°.

• Compatible with both steel and 		
timber doors.

• Compatible with both steel and 		
timber doors.

• Can be supplied with silencers, 		
smoke seals, threshold seals and 		
automatic drop seals.

• Can be supplied with silencers, 		
smoke seals, threshold seals and 		
automatic drop seals.

• Available in all Fireblock finishes
(Page 12-13).

• Available in all Fireblock finishes
(Page 12-13).
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butt frame - single action

BUTT FRAME - Double action

Specification

Specification

• Suitable for single action doors.

• Suitable for double action doors.

• Butt frame construction.

• Butt frame construction.

• Visible fixings.

• Visible fixings.

• Frame butts up to the wall, sitting
neatly within the thickness of the
lining. Applicable for thick wall linings
or where architrave is not required.

• Frame butts up to the wall, sitting
neatly within the thickness of the
lining. Applicable for thick wall linings
or where architrave is not required.

• Capable of opening to 180°.

• Capable of opening to 180°.

• Compatible with both steel and 		
timber doors.

• Compatible with both steel and 		
timber doors.

• Can be supplied with silencers, 		
smoke seals, threshold seals and 		
automatic drop seals.

• Can be supplied with silencers, 		
smoke seals, threshold seals and 		
automatic drop seals.

• Available in all Fireblock finishes
(Page 12-13).

• Available in all Fireblock finishes
(Page 12-13).
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fireblock fuego & presto
glazed doors & screens
design

detail

Utilising extensive steel profile systems,
Fireblock fabricate single or double
leaf glazed doors and bespoke glazed
screens, offering two distinct designs to
suit your application.
Fireblock Fuego
• Meets the most stringent requirements
with regards to technical functionality
and extreme continuous stress.
• Fire resistant, smoke proof and heat
transfer insulated doors and screens,
rated to EI30 - EI120.
• RC1 and RC2 burglar resistance 		
rating against EN 1627:2011.
• 39dB acoustic rating.
• Manufactured from steel and satin
stainless steel finished to 240 grit.
Fireblock Presto
• Slender profile width provides greater
light flow and enhanced aesthetics.
• Smoke resistant doors and screens
rated to R30 and fire resistant doors
and screens rated to E30 - E120 or
EW30 - EW60.
• RC1 to RC3 burglar resistance rating
against EN 1627:2011.
• Manufactured from steel and satin
stainless steel finished to 240 grit.
Both systems incorporate all
ironmongery fittings including satin
stainless steel handles, hinges and door
closing systems providing the complete
door and screen solution.
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Isometric detail of Fireblock Fuego section.
Dimensional details are on page 14.
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fireblock finishes
The Fireblock range of
doors and glazed screens
are available in a wide
variety of finishes to suit
every application.

acrylic wet paint

polyester powder coated

Specification

Specification

• A high performance, cost effective
solution providing a high solid 		
inorganic finish.

• The coating is spray applied
electrostatically and then cured
under heat to allow it to form a thick,
dense finish which is more durable
than conventional painting. By 		
spraying and curing the coating, 		
no signs of drips or application traces
remain, providing the most even 		
finished surface.

All finishes are produced
utilising the most
advanced paints and
application facilities,
ensuring the finest quality
finishes that perform to
the highest standard.

• The base metal is wet-blasted with
liquid paint. The paint binds to
the substrate by acrylic resin within
the paint, enabling the coating to
be durable and retain its colour
for longer.
• Thin coating that is easier to refinish
any dints or scratches.
• Can be applied to all Fireblock door
and glazed screen systems.
• Available in any RAL colour and 		
custom colours.
• Suitable for internal and external 		
applications. Note: Not suitable for
coastal/marine conditions.
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• The application involves only one 		
coating resulting in a quick and easy
process.
• Can be applied to all Fireblock door
and glazed screen systems.
• Available in any RAL colour and 		
custom colours.
• Suitable for internal and external 		
applications. Note: Not suitable for
coastal/marine conditions.
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stainless steel

C5 marine

Specification

Specification

• Satin or Polished Stainless Steel.

• A form of acrylic wet paint finish
(Page 12).

• Grade 316 stainless steel is utilised,
providing the highest resistance to
corrosion, ideal for coastal 		
environments. The material is
polished to 240 grit providing a fine,
aesthetically pleasing finish.
• The process has no coating
application, merely the skilful 		
polishing of the steel material.
• Available for all Fireblock door and
glazed screen systems.
• Suitable for internal, external 		
and coastal/marine applications.

• Utilising multi-coat wet application
technology, a durable finish is
achieved to a minimum level of
325 microns thick (C5 standard).
• Significant corrosion resistance 		
and enhanced mechanical properties
when compared to traditional epoxy
technology.
• The applied finish that provides 		
the greatest durability and requires
minimal maintenance.
• Can be applied to all Fireblock door
and glazed screen systems.
• Available in any RAL colour and 		
custom colours.
• Suitable for internal, external 		
and coastal/marine applications.
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fireblock specifications
dimensional details
50

Variable wall size

65

15

58
Variable

fireblock door leaf
51mm thick door leaf

51

Variable door width

1.2mm thick

fireblock GLAZED DOORS AND SCREENS
Fuego profile section

65

80
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25

50
50

55

Presto profile section

70

20
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fireblock frames

Variable

58
Variable

58
Variable

Split Frame - Double Action

15

15

Variable wall size
10

70

65

15

60

17

3

3

65

Variable wall size

87

Butt Frame - Double Action

15

Variable wall size
60

15

10

15
50

Variable wall size

65

15

Split Frame - No Visible Fixing

72

Butt Frame - Single Action

60
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About doorview
Founded in 2013, Doorview Ltd has served
our clients with a new direction in the supply
of products and services for the door opening.
Tired of rigid companies that dictate to
their customers, we set about providing a
flexible approach that tailors our service to
the requirements of your project.

Wharf Road, London
p.16

experience

fireblock distributor

Since our inception, Doorview has
been proud to have been chosen to
supply products and services to various
buildings in the UK. Listed below is a
selection of recently completed projects:

Fireblock are the specialist
manufacturers of high performance
steel doors and glazed screens.
Combining expert design, high
performance materials and cutting edge
manufacturing processes has placed the
Fireblock range at the forefront of the
industry.

•

Wharf Road, London
Supply of timber doors, metal doors
and architectural ironmongery.

•

British Airways Flight Training (BAFT)
Centre, Heathrow
Supply of timber doors, metal frames
and architectural ironmongery.

•

City University, London
Fire Door Inspection.

•

Three Quays, Tower of London
Supply of timber doors.

•

1 Palace Road Apartments, Brixton
Supply of timber doors and 		
architectural ironmongery.

•

Bloomberg, London
Fire Door Inspection.

•

Victoria Station House, TFL
Fire Door Inspection.

Established in 1998, Fireblock
manufacture tailor-made door and
screen solutions to suit each customers
individual requirements. Based in Ireland,
Fireblock continually invest in the most
advanced CNC fabrication facilities to
improve their manufacturing capability,
which is accredited to EN ISO 9001.
Doorview are the exclusive distributor for
the entire Fireblock range of doorset and
screen products, supplying Fireblock
products to the whole of the UK.
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